Research, Trends and Statistics

K-12 Online Learning and Virtual Schools: Expanding Options

- K-12 online learning is a new field consisting of an estimated $50 million market, which is growing at an estimated annual pace of 30% annually.¹
- 42 states have significant supplemental online learning programs, or significant full-time programs (in which students take most or all of their courses online), or both. Only eight states do not have either of these options, and several of these states have begun planning for online learning development.²
- There are 26 state-wide or state-led virtual schools in the United States.³
- As of January 2007, there were 173 virtual charter schools serving 92,235 students in 18 states.⁴
- 57% of public secondary schools in the U.S. provide access to students for online learning.⁵
- 72% of school districts with distance education programs planned to expand online offerings in the coming year.⁶

Fast Facts About Online Learning

The North American Council for Online Learning (NACOL) is the leading international K-12 non-profit organization representing the interests of administrators, practitioners, businesses and students involved in online learning in the United States, Canada and Mexico.

NACOL's mission is to increase access to educational opportunities and enhance learning by providing collegial expertise and leadership in K-12 online teaching and learning.

NACOL facilitates collaboration, advocacy and research to expand the availability and enhance the quality of K-12 online learning.

NACOL was founded in September 2003 and has 2,000+ members.

NACOL hosts the annual Virtual School Symposium, the leading K-12 national education conference on virtual schools and online learning – in Phoenix, AZ on October 26-28, 2008.

For more information, www.virtualschoolsymposium.org
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Online learning in K-12 schools is growing explosively.

- In 2000, there were 40,000-50,000 enrollments in K-12 online education.
- In 2002-2003, NCES reported 328,000 distance education enrollments in K-12 public school districts.
- In 2005, the Peak Group estimated online enrollments of 500,000.
- In 2006, the Sloan Consortium reported 700,000 enrollments in K-12 online learning.
- The Peak Group estimates 1 million enrollments in 2007.
- In 2006, Sloan Consortium reported there were 3.2 million postsecondary students in the United States that took at least one online course; this represents a 25% increase over the previous year.
- In April 2006, Michigan became the 1st state to require online learning for high school graduation.
- 80% of K-12 school districts cited “the course was otherwise unavailable” as the number one reason for offering courses at a distance.
- Enrollment province-wide in British Columbia climbed from 17,000 students in 2006 to 33,000 students in 2007, according to Canada’s Ministry of Education statistics.
Research Reports “As Good or Better”: Effective

According to NCREL Synthesis of New Research on K-12 Online Learning:

- Online Learning Expands Options: “The first impetus to the growth of K-12 distance education was an interest in expanding educational options and providing equal opportunities for all learners.” (p.7)
- Online Learning Is Rapidly Growing: “Recent surveys show that K-12 online learning is a rapidly growing phenomenon.” (p.4)
- Online Learning Is Effective: “Equal or Better”: “One conclusion seems clear: On average, students seem to perform equally well or better academically in online learning.” (p. 17)
- Online Learning Training Improves Teaching: Teachers who teach online reported positive improvements in face-to-face, too. “Of those who reported teaching face-to-face while teaching online or subsequently, three in four reported a positive impact on their face-to-face teaching.” (p. 25)

Today’s Students

The Pew Internet Project reports “the Internet is an important element in the overall educational experience of many teenagers”:xiii

- 87% of all youth between the ages of 12 and 17 use the Internet (21 million people).
- 86% percent of teens, 88% of online teens, and 80% of all parents believe that the Internet helps teenagers to do better in school.
- 85% of 17 year olds have gone online to get information about a college, university, or other school they were thinking about attending.
### Highlights from the National Center for Education Statistics at the U.S. Department of Education

**Issue Brief on Rates of Computer and Internet Use by Children in Nursery School and Students in Kindergarten Through Twelfth Grade:**

- The use of computer technology begins at young ages; 67 percent of children in nursery school were computer users, as were 80 percent of those in kindergarten.

- By high school, nearly all students (97 percent) used computers, and a majority (80 percent) used the Internet.

- Computer and Internet use was more widespread among school-age children and adolescents than among adults (DeBell and Chapman 2003).

- 100% of schools are connected to the Internet.

- The use of computers and the Internet may improve people’s everyday lives and improve their labor market prospects. Because these technologies have the potential to improve access to information, help to get tasks done better or more quickly, and facilitate communication (see National Research Council 1999), computer and Internet use rates may be considered indicators of the standard of living.

- Also, the use of computers helps students gain experience with this technology, so use rates may indicate how well prepared the current generation of students is to enter a workforce where the ability to use a computer is expected (U.S. Department of Education 1999).

- 15% of public school instructional rooms have wireless Internet Access (NCES 2007).

---

### High School Reform and Redesign

- Data suggest that in about six years 10 percent of all courses will be computer-based, and by 2019 about 50 percent of courses will be delivered online.

- 90% of the fastest growing jobs in the economy require a college degree.

- Over 40% of our nation’s high schools do not offer any AP courses. Many of these schools serve predominantly low-income and minority students.

- Virtual schools and online programs provide AP courses.

- While only 44% of U.S. high school students studied a foreign language in 2002, learning a second or third foreign language is compulsory for students in the European Union and elsewhere.

- Virtual schools offer foreign language courses online that allow interactive communication and collaboration with students and teachers across state and national boundaries for 21st century learning.
High School Reform and Redesign

- 52% of middle school and 15% of high school mathematics teachers did not have a major or minor in mathematics and 40% of middle school and 11% of high school science teachers did not have a major or minor in science.xx

- Virtual schools and online programs provide a range of courses such as science, math, foreign languages, electives and remedial courses with highly qualified teachers.

- According to the Manhattan Institute, 70% of all students in public high schools graduate, and only 32% of all students leave high school qualified to attend four-year colleges.xxi

- The high school graduation rate in the United States is 70%. High school drop-out rates in urban areas average 50%.xxii

- Only 51% of all black students and 52% of all Hispanic students graduate, and only 20% of all black students and 16% of all Hispanic students leave high school college-ready.

- According to recent research from the Silent Epidemic study, 47% said a major reason for dropping out was that “classes were not interesting” and they were “bored”; 88% of drop outs had passing grades.xxiii

- The National Education Technology Plan recommended that every student have access to e-learning opportunities and every teacher have access to e-learning training.xxiv

- Virtual schools and online learning can help provide equal access to rigorous courses for all students, reducing inequities that exist across the educational system.

- Today 6,000 talented young people will drop out of school.xxiv

- Today only 11 states require credits in a foreign language for students to graduate.xxiv

- Today African American students are 14 percent of those in school, but only 7 percent of those taking Advanced Placement exams.xxiv

- Today two-thirds of high school students will be bored in at least one class.xxiv

- Today 15 million students who need mentors do not have them.xxv
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